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NRS Executive Management Board (EMB) 

29 April 2021 
Held via Teams 

Present: 
 
Present: 
Paul Lowe    Chief Executive (Chair) 
Linda Sinclair   Director of Corporate Services and  
    Accountable Officer 
Laura Lucas    Director of IT Services 
Laura Mitchell   Director of Information & Records Services and Deputy  
    Keeper 
Pete Whitehouse  Director of Statistical Services (left meeting at 11:00)  
Carla McHendry  Delivery Director 
Claire Tinney    Chief Finance Officer 
Angela Sim    NRS Accountant 
Shirley Cameron  NRS Head of Business Management (secretariat) 
 
Apologies:  
Anne Slater    Deputy SRO Census Programme and NRS Director  
    Operations  
 
 
Apologies:  
 
1. Welcome, Introductions and apologies – Paul Lowe 
 

 Paul Lowe welcomed everyone to the meeting. Claire Tinney was attending her first 
meeting as NRS Chief Finance Officer.  Apologies were noted as listed. No new declarations 
of interest were recorded. 
 
2. Minutes and Actions – Paul Lowe 
 

 The minutes from the meeting held on 11 March 2021 were approved and would be 
published on the NRS website.   
 

 A review of actions was undertaken. The action tracker would be updated 
accordingly.  
 

 Approval of the NRS Budget for 2021-2022 was noted. Papers had been circulated in 
correspondence. The decision would be added to the EMB decision log.  
 
Decision - EMB-D127: NRS Budget 2021-2022 – approval by EMB 
  
3. NRS Future Working Approach – Carla McHendry 
 

 Carla provided an update on the outline plans provided to EMB at the meeting on 11 
March.   
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 A staff survey was being developed to help inform future working approach. Statistics 
colleagues had been providing advice on question structure. The NRS Partnership Board 
members would also be asked to review the survey ahead of the survey being issued.  
 

 The NRS Incident Management Team (IMT) continued to lead the COVID-19 
pandemic response for NRS, with a COVID-19 Secure Working Group (CSWG) supporting 
this work.  Both of these groups would feed into the future ways of working as they are 
developed in conjunction with Directors. The priority for services and how these could be 
planned according to different scenarios, as SG restriction levels change, would also be a 
consideration.  A refresh of terms of reference for the CSWG was planned to ensure that 
appropriate colleagues were engaged and involved in planning.  
 

 Since NRS colleagues are SG employees, the IMT would also consider Scottish 
Government guidance relating to staff and would feed into SG planning through the SG 
public bodies group. 
 
4. Scottish Cabinet Release Papers - Laura Mitchell 
 

 Laura Mitchell provided an update on the approach that was taken, in light of the 
pandemic,  to manage the press launch in relation to the annual release of Scottish Cabinet 
papers. It was also noted that the materials received from the Scottish Government were 
born digital for the first time.   
 

 It was noted that engagement from journalists had been good at a virtual launch 
event, which replaced the traditional in person press briefing. Collaboration to plan the 
record release had involved cross SG//NRS engagement to put in place pragmatic solutions 
which were required because of the COVID -19 pandemic restrictions in place. The public 
release was expected to happen in May or June.  
 

 Lessons learned from the launch would be taken forward into the next year’s release. 
It was expected that a project would be required for a future solution to increase automation 
and reduce manual handling. The Digital and Strategy Board would be the appropriate forum 
to consider funding, options and priority of a project. It was noted though that there were 
competing priorities and that careful planning and exploration of options would be required.    
  

 Paul Lowe expressed the Board’s thanks to everyone involved across NRS teams. 
EMB noted the significant challenge during the COVID-19 pandemic which had required a 
business transformation and collaborative approach to release born digital records for the 
first time.  
 
Standing Items 
 
5. Census 2022 Update – Oral Paul Lowe 
 

  Paul reported that the programme continued to focus on delivery of the plan to 
March 2022.  
 

 Recruitment activity to strengthen programme resource capacity and capability had 
been progressing well and remained a priority. A number of new appointments would take 
up post over the next 3-4 weeks, following the conclusion of final HR and security clearance 
checks.  
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 A refresh of the programme governance arrangements, to strengthen change control, 
had concluded and was in operation.  
 
6. Business Area Updates - Directors  
 

 Oral updates were provided by each Director. Key themes reported were: 
 
Director for Statistical Services - Pete Whitehouse 
 

 Key statistical publications, including COVID-19 mortality were continuing to provide 
valuable data.     
 

 NRS continued to contribute to wider Scottish Government and other stakeholder 
engagement, notably in relation to population strategy work and ethnicity data.    
 

 A directorate planning and engagement event had been held. Discussion had 
included continuous improvements in relation to use of NRS data, including wider 
collaboration. The aim was to hold these events every quarter.  
 
Director for IT Services - Laura Lucas  
 

 Disaster recovery testing events were being arranged in relation to registration and 
vital events systems.  
 

 A data centre move was planned for late spring/early summer 2021. Engagement to 
minimise impact across census activities was underway.   
 

 A deep dive on the registrations systems was underway to provide a discovery paper 
with the aim of simplifying and modernising the back end.  
 

 The Census programme continued to be a large focus of IT resource and time. Other 
activities included supporting the restart of services impacted by COVID-19 pandemic and 
continuing to support staff working remotely by the supply, set up and issue of laptops and 
other IT equipment.     
 

 A review of the resourcing and budget position in relation to IT and census 
requirements was ongoing.  Recruitment to IT vacancies to support the Census programme 
and wider NRS was continuing.  
 

 Security continued to be a focus for IT Services.  
 
Corporate Services Directorate - Linda Sinclair 
 

 Development of NRS Strategy continued. A presentation on the emerging strategy 
was expected to be provided at the Strategic Board on 11 May 2021.   
 

 Recruitment activity continued to be a focus. The development of a standard report to 
provide EMB with data was being considered.     
 

 Work to support the delivery of Census 2022 in relation to procurement, commercial 
management and financial management was on-going. Additional focus had included 
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support of the recruitment activity required for resources for the delivery of the census 
programme.   
 

 Covid-19 impacts continued to be a priority with a Covid Secure Working Group 
considering service restart priorities in line with Scottish Government protection level 
guidance, with approvals managed through an Incident Management Team. Input from NRS 
HR, Health and Safety, Estates and Business representation continued.  
 

 NRS Estates team continued to manage NRS buildings including supporting 
accommodation and cleaning to enable safe delivery for NRS business critical services from 
buildings. The team were also supporting the arrangements to enable the planning for safe 
reopening of services. It was noted that work on West Register House was nearing 
completion and that external scaffolding had been removed.    
 
Director for Information & Records Services (IRS) – Laura Mitchell 
 

 The Digital and Strategy Board had approved discovery work for a project relating to 
archive storage to understand the issues and options for consideration.  
 

 Activity to progress the planned independent archive accreditation process was 
underway with submission planned for August 2021. The impact of the COVID-19 pandemic 
on the accreditation process was being considered by the governing body. 
 

  Digital Economy Act (DEA) accreditation project activity was continuing, in 
conjunction with Carla McHendry.  
  

 Planning for the reopening of services was continuing. The retransmission service 
was restarting on 30 April.  
 

 Information security activity was continuing.  
 
Delivery Directorate - Carla McHendry 
 

 Work to support the NRS Digital Economy Act (DEA) accreditation application was 
continuing with Laura Mitchell.  
 

 Development of the NRS strategy with Linda Sinclair was continuing. Once in place 
the strategy would help to inform portfolio priorities and a delivery plan for the Digital and 
Strategy Board. From a people perspective, the future working approaches and people 
action plan would also be considered. 
 

 Recruitment activity for the Delivery Directorate was ongoing.  
 

 The Wellbeing and Working from Home Group continued to be led by Carla and 
remained a key focus during the Covid-19 pandemic.   
 
7. NRS Corporate Risk 
 
NRS Corporate Risks: Digital Economy Act Accreditation, Information and Technology 
(Security) – Linda Sinclair 

 A paper was presented to ask EMB to:  
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• Approve escalation to the Corporate Risk Register for NRS 22, 23 and 25.  
• Note NRS 24 and the work underway to establish the level of inherited risk. 

 
 The risks detail of each risk was noted. The risk tiles were described as:  
• NRS 22 –  DEA Accreditation 
• NRS 23 – Information (Access to Archival Information) 
• NRS 24 – Information (Inherited risk from Scottish Government Services) 
• NRS 25 – Technology (Security) 

 
 In discussion the following points were raised:  
• NRS 24 – Information (Inherited risk from Scottish Government Services):  EMB 

noted the work underway to understand the full context of this risk and invited the risk 
owner, Laura Mitchell, to consider the measurement score of the risk. It was noted 
that there was complexity which required further consideration.   

• NRS 25 – Technology (Security): As part of the planned action for the risk it was 
noted that Exercise in a Box (EIAB) sessions with Scottish Cyber Resilience Centre 
were planned. As EMB may be invited to take part in an exercise relating to boards, a 
request for a paper to inform EMB of the purpose, ahead of a session being planned, 
was requested.  
 

Action EMB 277: Risk Management: NRS 24 – Information (Inherited risk from Scottish 
Government Services) – to consider the measurement of the risk score. Owner: Laura 
Mitchell 

 
Action EMB 278: Risk Management: NRS 25 – Technology (Security) – provide EMB 
with information on the Exercise in a Box sessions which EMB may be asked to take 
part in. Owner Laura Lucas  
 

 Following discussion, EMB agreed to the escalation of risks NRS 22, 23 and 25 to 
the corporate risk register. EMB also noted the progress and invited assessment of risk NRS 
24.   
 
Risk Deep Dive:  Estates & Environment – Linda Sinclair 

 A paper had been presented to the NRS Audit and Risk Committee on 31 March 
2021 which had been a follow-up to an earlier deep dive on NRS Estate risks in March 2020. 
These risks had been noted as:  

• Lack of storage capacity  
• Accommodation for NRS staff  
• Physical security/health & safety  

 
 Plans developed from 2020 had been impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic. While 

some planned activity had been paused, others such as health and safety governance, 
policies and management had been accelerated.  
 

 It was noted that NRS has responsibility for a varied estate, including important 
historical buildings, each with challenges which required specialist management. As budget 
requests for specialist work, including storage, would be requested to Scottish Government, 
EMB was interested to understand what previous funding requests had been made in 
relation to buildings and where these had been successful.  
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Action EMB 279: Spending Review bids for building management: To establish what 
historical financial bids had been made and where successful. Owner: Linda Sinclair / 
Laura Mitchell 
 

 The development of an estates strategy would be based on the overarching NRS 
strategy. 
 

  Governance changes in relation to estates were reported as a new estates strategy 
group and an incident management bronze level group for COVID-19 building management. 
The first meeting of new Health and Safety Committee (H&SC) had taken place on 22 April 
2021. The committee was expected to meet four times per year and included Non-Executive 
Director (Gordon Shipley) and Trade Union membership. EMB noted their thanks to all 
colleagues who had contributed to making the first H&SC meeting a success.  
 
8. NRS Finance Report – Angela Sim/Claire Tinney 
 

 Angela Sim introduced the report which provided the NRS financial position to the 
end of period 12, 2020-2021.  
 

 In summary, the report noted:  
• The projected underspend had increased from the previous reported figures. This 

was noted as due primarily to an increase in Census 2022 programme underspend 
for the year and also an increase in underspend in the core NRS budget.    

• Reasons for the underspend were noted for Census 2022 programme as budget held 
back at the spring budget review financial exercise to allow flexibility following the 
completion of the replanning exercise. It was also noted that an element of contract 
slippage from 2020-2021 to 2021-2022 had occurred. This would be evaluated and 
monitored closely by the programme.  
 

 A further report on the financial position for 2020-2021 would be provided to the next 
EMB once management action in relation to accruals and other variances had completed.   
 

 In discussion it was noted that activity to strengthen controls and reporting in the 
census programme was underway to minimise the impact for 2021-2022 budget. Further 
options to support budget holders and managers would be considered.   
 
9. NRS Security-Laura Lucas/Linda Sinclair/Laura Mitchell 
 

 An update on Information, IT and Physical security activity was provided by NRS 
Directors with accountability for each area.   
 
10. Procurement approval decisions for EMB - only if required-Linda Sinclair 
 

 No business was noted.  
 
11. For Noting – NRS Governance Linda Sinclair 
  

 The draft agenda for the NRS Strategic Board 11 May 2021 was noted.  Linda 
Sinclair thanked all directors for their contributions to papers.   
 
12. AOB – Paul Lowe 
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12.1 No items of AOB were tabled. 
 
13. Date of Next Meeting - 27 May 2021 
 
 

End 
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